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EU Medtech Regulation:  
Uncertainty, Delays And Brexit Create The Perfect Storm
The EU medtech regulatory environment is a sea of change. All stakeholders are struggling to keep 
up with their workload against a backdrop of huge uncertainty. There is a lack of critical structures, 
and documents are taking longer to create than anyone had originally expected.

Industry, notified bodies, and even some member states have been calling on the European 
Commission for a delay in the implementation of the new EU Medical Device Regulations, or for 
some sort of softer transition. 

But the European Commission is adamant that the current deadlines will go ahead. But while it 
talks of progress in designating notified bodies to test under the new regulations, the designations 
fail to materialize in its Nando database of notified bodies.

Since notified bodies cannot test against the new regulations until they are designated, many 
manufacturers are becoming increasingly anxious that they will fail to make the deadline for 
compliance – with the full application of the new MDR now less than 10 months away.

The new Eudamed medical device database is likely to be operational by May 26, 2020, the deadline 
for the new MDR, but only in part, and the latest developments suggest some serious shortfalls 
and delays when it comes to the availability of standards that manufacturers can use to claim 
compliance with specific requirements within the new regulations.

The fallout of an increasingly likely no-deal Brexit has already nearly decimated the UK notified 
body field, and continues to leave many in industry in a state of confusion.

Other countries are now waking up to the reality of the deadlines and are also wading into the 
argument, with the US making a statement to the World Trade Organization calling for a three-year 
delay to help its own exporters.

There is no easy way around any of these challenges. It is time to batten down the hatches and 
steer as steady a course as possible. 

This eBook gives some flavor of the hurdles that the medtech sector is trying to navigate right now 
in what are arguably the most vital aspects of regulatory compliance.

Amanda Maxwell   
Regulatory Affairs Editor
Medtech Insight 
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AMANDA MAXWELL

Industry has reason to be concerned when it comes to the European 
Commission’s draft Commission Implementing Decision on medtech 
standards and the delays that now look inevitable for most standards work. 

Medtech Insight’s Amanda Maxwell spoke to Oliver Bisazza, director 
of regulations and industrial policy at Europe’s largest medtech trade 
association, MedTech Europe, to gauge his sense of how the standards 
request from the European Commission, in the form of the draft 
Commission Implementing Decision to the European standards bodies,  
is shaping up. 

Standards are critical tools for the medtech industry to meet the 
requirements of the EU’s new Medical Device and IVD Regulations, just 
as they are for meeting the requirements of the current Medical Device 
Directives. However, manufacturer compliance with EU harmonized 
standards is not mandatory. Without standards, the manufacturer needs 
to demonstrate compliance by another means. But it is arguably the safest 
way, in both the short and long term, to demonstrate that a product is in 
conformity with the essential requirements to which the standard is linked.

Interview: EU Standards Hiatus Will Cost 
Manufacturers And Notified Bodies More 
Time And Resources

Oliver Bisazza, director of 
regulations and industrial 
policy, MedTech Europe
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Medtech Insight: What are MedTech Europe’s 
views on the standardization request 
enshrined in the European Commission’s draft 
Implementing Decision to CEN and Cenelec?

Oliver Bisazza: The standardization request 
needs improvement. We look forward to seeing 
these improvements in the final version of the 
Implementing Decision.

What are the consequences for manufacturers 
if the harmonized medtech standards output is 
delayed?

Once notified bodies are finally up and running 
and able to conduct conformity assessments to 
the IVDR/MDR, manufacturers will start filing for 
certification. But until and unless a standard is 
harmonized to the relevant regulation, it legally 
cannot be used by the manufacturer to claim a 
presumption of conformity with the applicable 
IVDR/MDR requirements. 

What does this mean for manufacturers? And 
does it matter if standards are voluntary?

The main pitfall we see is that manufacturers will 
need to navigate the first years of the IVDR/MDR 
either without this presumption of conformity, or 
with it only existing in some specific areas where 
standards have first been harmonized. These 
manufacturers will therefore need to employ 
other means to demonstrate their compliance 
with the regulations, and this can mean that more 
time is needed for manufacturers to prepare their 
submissions and then defend them during the 
certification audit.

What will the likely impact of such delays be on 
notified bodies?

Notified bodies may need to employ more time and 
effort to conduct these certification audits.

There are currently some 300 medtech 
standards, yet fewer than 100 in this standards 
request. Why is there such a big difference?

For some time now, the commission and 
member states have been indicating they intend 
to harmonize standards according to a staged 
approach, where a series of standardization 
requests can be expected, each of them covering 
a selected number of standards. That’s precisely 
what we’re seeing with this first request. There will 
be more to follow over time.

Are the standards requests being staggered in 
the hope that more standards will be ready on 
time?

Due to the length of the IVDR/MDR transition 
periods, it won’t be possible to process all the 
existing harmonized standards on time. Re-
harmonization of standards requires new Annex 
Zs to be drawn up showing the link between the 
standards and the specific requirements within the 
regulations. And in certain cases, it can also require 
a complete revision of a standard’s technical 
content to match the new legislation. Initially, the 
commission had announced a staged approach, 
where a series of requests were to be launched, 
comprising a limited number of standards. 

If new Annex Zs are so important, why doesn’t 
the draft Implementing Decision make any 
mention of them?

The Implementing Decision will mandate/request 
the European standards organizations (ESOs) 
to “revise” existing standards (and to draft new 
standards) in support of the IVDR/MDR. The draft 
Implementing Decision includes some essential 
details for these organizations to follow in terms of 
scope, processes and timelines. In other words, the 
Implementing Decision tells the ESOs what to do, 
but not how to do it.
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UK And Swiss Notified Bodies Announce  
Bad News For Clients 
BY AMANDA MAXWELL

If any medtech companies using UK notified 
bodies have not already reacted to the threat 
of the impact of Brexit on the future of the 
UK medtech notified bodies, they will need to 
consider their plans urgently now, following 

decisions by UK notified bodies to ship most of 
their business to notified bodies in the EU27.

After last week’s news that UK notified body LRQA 
is pulling out as a notified body in the UK, another 
two notified bodies, UL and SGS, have since 
confirmed to Medtech Insight that they are making 
arrangements to transfer client certificates out of 
the UK; they will cease being notified bodies when 
the UK exits the EU at the latest. BSI UK, the UK’s 
largest notified body, has already set up an office 

in the Netherlands, which is designated under the 
Medical Device Directives so far and has already 
drawn up plans to migrate certificates there. 

BSI, however, has long expressed an intention to 
remain active in the UK in the event of a Brexit deal 
that allows this. If so, in the midterm, at least, it 
could be the only remaining notified body in the UK.

Swiss Challenges
The UK notified bodies are not the only ones in the EU 
to have been facing some tough decisions given the 
resource challenges in continuing in this increasingly 
tightly regulated sector in the EU and because of the 
increasingly difficult political climate with regards to 
Switzerland’s ongoing relationship with the EU. 
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There is continuing uncertainty over Switzerland’s 
future relationship with the European Union, and 
in particular, the fate of its Institutional Agreement 
(InstA) with the EU, and this has been making 
business decisions tricky for Swiss manufacturers 
and for the two remaining Swiss notified bodies. 

The InstA is intended to update the bilateral 
access agreements between the EU and 
Switzerland and applies to existing bilateral 
market access agreements, such as that in  
medical devices and IVDs. 

This comes on top of the raising of the regulatory 
bar so high that many organizations simply cannot 
afford the resources to reach it. 

SQS lead auditor, Paul Anderwert, told Medtech 
Insight that SQS is in the process of seeking 
designation against the MDR. “We cannot yet 
judge exactly when this will be completed. An 
initial review has already taken place,” he said. He 
also added that SQS cannot currently accept new 
customers due to a lack of resources and because 
it is giving existing customers first priority. 

QS Zürich, meanwhile, is going to cease its 
activities as an EU notified body for medical 
devices as of October 31, 2019. Following 
communication with Medtech Insight, the Swiss 

notified body put a news item on its website, 
which says that in terms of its application for 
designation as a notified body under the MDR, it 
hit problems because of deviations from the new 
regulations identified during the joint assessment 
by the designating authorities. 

“Unfortunately, QS Zürich AG was forced to 
conclude that it was only possible to handle the 
deviations with a disproportionately high effort,” 
it said. “The management has therefore decided 
to abandon the candidacy as notified body of the 
European Union according to MDR EU 2017/745. 
QS Zürich AG will therefore cease its activities as a 
notified body in this area October 31, 2019.”

Although Switzerland is not part of the European 
Economic Area (EEA), it has had an mutual 
recognition agreement (MRA) with the EU covering 
medical devices that spans a couple of decades. 
Over this period, it has taken part in free trade in 
medical devices and in shared regulatory practices 
with the EU.

Medtech Insight had reported in August 2017 
how the number of Swiss notified bodies had 
decreased from seven three years before to 
just two at that stage, and only one of these is 
accredited for all medtech types. (Also see EU 
notified body numbers still yet to bottom out.) 

UK Notified Bodies Having To Take 
Evasive Action
The ongoing threat of a potential no-deal Brexit 
has made the UK a hostile environment in which 
do to business – even before a final decision is 
taken over whether the UK will leave the EU with 
or without a deal. 

In the event of a no-deal, the EU27 will no longer 
recognize conformity assessment certificates from 
UK notified bodies, and CE marking certificates 
issued by UK notified bodies following the UK 
departure would no longer be valid in the UK either. 

“ LUL will support PCBC in the 
conformity assessment for the 
clients brought across. We will 
effectively be a subcontractor  
for PCBC and will support it by 
providing resources to conduct 
audits and technical  
documentation assessments.”
– Itoro Udofia, Head, Medical Device 

Notified Body, UL International
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However, there is still, in theory, the possibility 
of the UK leaving the EU under some sort of 
deal that would allow the UK notified bodies to 
continue operating – at least in the midterm. 

But with the threat of the no-deal having gone 
on for a long period of time now, all medtech 
notified bodies have acted to avoid exposing 
themselves and their customers to the risk of 
suddenly finding their certificates invalid and 
their notified body businesses redundant.

The action that each of the UK notified bodies is 
taking is detailed below: 

BSI UK
BSI UK has been well ahead, it seems, in terms 
of forward planning – and certainly in the 
communication of its forward planning – of the 
other UK notified bodies. 

It is one of only two notified bodies in the current 
EU28 to be designated under the MDR so far 
and began to accept applications under the MDR 
this month, although actual auditing work is not 
expected to begin until January 2020.

It created BSI Netherlands (BSI NL), which has 
been notified under all three Medical Device 
Directives already, and which has applied for 
designation under the MDR and IVDR. Jayanth 
Katta, regulatory lead at BSI UK, told the Knect 
365 MedTech Summit in Brussels on June 17, 
that his organization is hoping that BSI NL will 
be designated under the MDR late in the third 
quarter or early in the fourth quarter of 2019. 

BSI is offering a service to migrate certificates 
under the Medical Device Directives to BSI 
NL for those who want it. BSI’s waiting times 
for migrating certificates from BSI UK to BSI 
Netherlands were described in February 2019 
as currently “very short.” But “this will increase 
as we near the Brexit deadline,” the UK notified 

body says in a notice on its website.

BSI is currently prioritizing existing companies 
and those needing certification by 2020, Katta 
told the audience in Belgium. 

For fuller details about how BSI intends to 
manage the uncertainties around Brexit timing, 
see https://medtech.pharmaintelligence.
informa.com/MT125116/BSI-UK-Rolls-Out-MDR-
Timeframe--But-Warns-Some-Things-Are-Out-Of-
BSI-Control.

LRQA
The fate of Lloyds Register Quality Assurance 
was a reminder to all those in Brussels at the 
Knect 365 conference in mid-June about just how 
precarious the current climate is for notified 
bodies – and particularly for those that are based 
in countries whose future relationship with the 
EU is unsure.

LRQA announced just days before the meeting 
that it was going to not only withdraw its 
application for designation under the MDR and 
IVDR, but also that it was giving its clients 90 
days’ notice that it would no longer be providing 
notified body auditing services under the current 
Medical Device Directives.

At the meeting, among a packed audience of 
some 350–400 delegates, a show of hands 
indicated that there were at least seven or 
eight present whose companies had been 
impacted by the LRQA decision. Only one person 
was prepared to go on record about how her 
company was dealing with finding another 
notified body, and she explained that her 
organization was active in IVDs and so has more 
time on its side than companies whose products 
are regulated under the MDR because the date of 
full application of the IVD Regulation is May 26, 
2022, two years later than the MDR.
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SGS UK
Bart Mersseman, medical device product manager 
at SGS Belgium, explained at the KNect 365 meeting 
how SGS UK is working with SGS Belgium to be 
able to offer a transfer for UK clients to the Belgian 
organization. “It is generally a straightforward 
process but we just need permission to share 
confidential information between the two notified 
bodies,” he told the meeting. But he also spoke 
of the huge workload involved in transferring the 
work of SGS UK, the larger of the two entities, to 
SGS Belgium.

Currently, SGS Belgium is notified for a smaller 
scope of products than SGS UK. It is working on an 
extension to its scope to cover higher-risk products; 
the joint assessment audit by the designating 
authorities for that extension was due to happen 
in late June/early July 2019. Mersseman is hopeful 
that the extension to scope may be granted to SGS 
Belgium in November this year. Until that happens, 
however, some clients with higher-risk devices 
will need to keep their SGS UK CE certification. He 
acknowledged that there is a risk with this – as the 
UK could depart the EU without a deal before SGS 
Belgium is granted its extension to scope.

UL International
Itoro Udofia, the head of UL International’s 
medical device notified body, explained to Medtech 
Insight that all UL’s clients have been offered the 
opportunity to transfer to PCBC, the Polish notified 
body with which it has a partnership. The full name 
of PCBC is Polskie Centrum Badan I Certyfikacji 
(NB1434). 

So far, he said, UL has transferred 90% of clients 
under the Medical Device Directive, and 80% of 
clients under the IVD Directive. The transfer process 
should have been completed by the end of July for 
those that have indicated they want to transfer, and 
the organization is keeping the MHRA and European 

Commission informed of its plans and progress.

With regard to the MDR and IVDR, PCBC 
has applied for designation under the MDR, 
Udofia told Medtech Insight, and is due a joint 
assessment in October. Its IVDR application will 
be made before the end of the year. 

PCBC operates in the English language as well as 
Polish. Once the transfers are completed, Udofia 
told Medtech Insight: “UL will support PCBC in the 
conformity assessment for the clients brought 
across. We will effectively be a subcontractor for 
PCBC and will support it by providing resources 
to conduct audits and technical documentation 
assessments.”

Medtech Insight also notes that UL is owned by 
the consultancy Emergo, and one-time notified 
body applicant NSF’s experience bears witness to 
how difficult it can be to place a firewall between 
the consultancy and the notified body sides of 
the business. This is essential action since there 
would otherwise be conflicts of interest, which 
would prevent designation in the first place. 

Among the changes at UL, Sue Spencer, 
previously head of global medical device services 
at UL and an executive with a wealth and breadth 
of notified body IVD experience, has announced 
that she has been appointed head of IVD services 
at QServe, joining Gert Bos and his team. 

Amtac
Amtac Certification Services closed its UK 
medtech operations on July 1, 2018. At that 
time, a spokeswoman for Intertek emphasized 
to Medtech Insight that the purpose of the move 
was to centralize the medical device function and 
to create a center of excellence in Sweden. But 
many speculate that Brexit was a key motivator 
in the decision. 
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30% Boost In EU MDD Certificate Renewals 
And NB Staffing Levels Up 24% In 2018
BY AMANDA MAXWELL

TEAM-NB, the industry association 
representing the EU’s notified bodies 
operating in the medical device and IVD 
areas, has reported a 30% increase in 
new certificates issued to members in 

2018 – after several years of declines.

The association puts the leap down to industry 
renewing certificates against the Medical 
Device Directive (MDD) in anticipation of the 
full implementation of the Medical Device 
Regulation (MDR). 

Companies with eligible products can extend their 
certificates under the MDD and thereby benefit 
from being able to place their products on the EU 

market for up to four years after the May 26, 2020, 
date of full application of the regulation.

It seems likely, therefore, that there will be a high 
number of certificates being renewed against the 
MDD for 2019 as a whole “as manufacturers seek to 
benefit as much as possible from the grace period 
up until May 26, 2024,” Francoise Schlemmer, 
director of TEAM-NB, told Medtech Insight. 

The total number of certificates issued in 2018 
was 4,992, compared with 3,847 the previous year. 
This equates to an average of 217 per TEAM-NB 
notified body.

The vast majority of certificates were issued under 
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the MDD (91%), while 7% were issued under the 
IVD Directive (a small increase compared with 2017) 
and just 2% for products that fall under the Active 
Implantable Medical Device Directive (AIMDD).

In all, 1,220 medical device certificates were 
withdrawn by TEAM-NB members in 2018, 17% 
more than in 2017. It is a significant increase on 
the 2017 figure of 1,043 withdrawn certificates 
(which was, however, 45% down on 2016). 
Commenting on the decrease, Schlemmer said 
that this was likely to be “a kind of correction 
after several years of increases in a row. The 
2018 rebound in growth is probably due to the 
significant increase in requirements in recent 
years, including in clinical data.”

D’Acunto Comments On NB Trends Borne Out
There was also a substantial increase in the 
average number of full-time equivalent (FTE) 
employees working at 23 notified bodies in 2018. 
The overall rise was 24%, to 2,605 employees, an 
average 113 per notified body. It is the sixth year 
in a row that this figure has increased, and the 
2018 rise was the fastest over that period. But it 
falls 29% short of the figure of 3,364 employees 
that TEAM-NB members revealed in a February 
2019 survey is the level of staffing required to 
meet ongoing needs.

This backs up the comments made by Salvatore 
D’Acunto at the MedTech Forum in Paris where 
he indicated that, while the sector is likely to have 

fewer notified bodies in the long run, many notified 
bodies are significantly increasing staffing levels – by 
up to 25% or even up to 50% more than at present, 
he said. In addition, “existing notified bodies are 
tending to apply for a wider scope of products,” 
he noted, and a couple of new notified bodies had 
recently applied for designation (but their identities 
were not discussed at the meeting).

But while full-time employees at notified bodies 
are increasing, TEAM-NB revealed that the average 
number of full-time external subcontractors used 
by NBs, meanwhile, decreased from 26 in 2017 to 
23 in 2018. 

In all, 10 of TEAM-NB’s members are in the last 
phases before designation under the MDR and 
IVDR. In total, 80% of the association’s members 
had submitted applications for designation around 
the end of last year (i.e., as soon as applications 
were able to be filed under the commission’s MDR 
timetable).

TEAM-NB Members – Numbers And Sizes
In total, there are now 26 notified body members 
of TEAM-NB. Since the 2017 survey, one member 
has left and three have joined. The majority of 
members are small notified bodies, issuing fewer 
than 350 certificates per year.

In terms of the relative size of TEAM-NB members, 
this breaks down for the 23 members at the end of 
2018 as follows: 

Notified body size
Percentage of  
notified bodies

Increase/decrease in 
notified bodies in 2018

Big – above 1,000 certificates 22% - 1

Medium – between 350 and 1,000 certificates 26% +2

Small – less than 350 certificates 52% - 2
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Eudamed: A Moving Target But On Track For 
March 2020 Partial Go-Live
BY AMANDA MAXWELL

Modules for clinical investigation 
and market surveillance might be 
only “partly or not at all available” 
at the time of application of the 
two EU medtech regulations (the 

MDR, and its sister IVD regulation in force two 
years later), and not fully operational until a few 
months after the respective deadlines. This is due 
to “workability issues,” the European Commission 
says in its Rolling Plan.

The plan was updated recently, without fanfare, on 

the commission’s website. The aim is still to have 
the updated Eudamed go live on March 25, 2020, 
that is, in less than a year. 

In one website factsheet, the commission notes 
that “until Eudamed is fully operational, some parts 
of the directives will have to substitute for the 
corresponding requirements of the regulation.”

It adds that a person responsible for regulatory 
compliance needs to be available, but not 
necessarily registered, until the updated Eudamed 
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– sometimes referred to as Eudamed 3 or Eudamed 
MDR – is operational.

Eudamed 2, the version that applies under the 
current Medical Device Directives, contains data 
including those on clinical investigations and those 
obtained in accordance with the medical device 
vigilance system.

But the scope of the data submissions under the 
directives is significantly lighter than that required 
under the new regulations in terms of what will 
need to be stored in “Eudamed MDR.”

Nor does the current version of Eudamed require 
data to be made public, as is the case for certain 
elements under Eudamed MDR, including some 
data related to clinical investigations, UDI, 
certificates and registration – but not vigilance and 
market surveillance.

Will Eudamed Meet Its Deadline?
There is optimism that the updated Eudamed will 
actually go live by March 25, 2020. 

Version 3 of the high-level functional specifications 
for all the modules in Eudamed were issued in late 
October 2018. Version 4 has since been finalized, 
and was presented at the commission’s Medical 
Device Coordination Group (MDCG) meeting in 
February 2019. Medtech Insight has complied a 
table of the steps toward Eudamed’s readiness. 

Before Eudamed 3 can go live, a notice stating that 
it is ready must be published in the Official Journal 
of the EU (OJEU). And this will only happen after a 
positive independent audit on the updated version 
on the database. This audit is due to start in the 
second half of 2019 and must be finalized by the 
end of the first quarter of 2020. 

Internal preparatory work is already underway 

to set up a helpdesk/application support for 
Eudamed; it is intended that this will be operational 
before Eudamed’s March 2020 live date.

The commission is saying that the new dedicated 
Eudamed website and first updated library are 
“live” already, but Medtech Insight has not seen 
proof of this.

However, one entrepreneurial private consultancy 
company, based in Bulgaria, has set up to offer 
“various solutions to help relevant parties get 
to grips with the complexities” of the Eudamed 
system. The company told Medtech Insight that 
Eudamed is “a bit of a moving target just now,” as 
the European Commission is still making changes 
to the system based on member states’ requests.

Implementing Act
Drafting is also due to start by the end of March 
on an implementing act on definition of detailed 
arrangements necessary for the setting up and 
maintenance of Eudamed.

This implementing act is mainly related to support, 
change management and maintenance rules and 
the intention is that it will be adopted by year-end. 

Three-Year MDR Info Campaign
The commission’s Rolling Plan foresees a 
communication campaign targeting all stakeholders 
impacted by the regulations that will run for three 
years, at least. Dedicated factsheets are being 
produced for each target area, and the webpages 
of DG GROW on medical devices will be updated to 
provide more accurate and updated information.

In addition, a social media campaign is in preparation. 
Medtech Insight notes that there is already a Eudamed 
(@Eudamed) Twitter account – but with just 19 
followers to date. More news from the updated 
Rolling Plan are to follow in Medtech Insight. 
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End Of An Era: MHRA’s Wilkinson On Record 
Over Creating Brexit-Proof Devices Section 
At MHRA
BY AMANDA MAXWELL

John Wilkinson is to retire as director of 
devices at the UK MHRA at the end of October 
2019, at a time of immense change for the 
medtech regulatory system. 

Far from slipping out of the backdoor unnoticed 
after over seven years at the helm, Wilkinson has 
a vision to leave a legacy that will sustain the UK’s 
health-care product regulatory agency through 
the coming years and keep it firmly at the heart 
of international regulatory dialogue.

His message is one of optimism, coming at a time 
when many are worried that the UK, through 
its planned departure from the EU on or before 
the end of October 2019, is going to be isolating 
itself in terms of medtech regulatory dialogue. A 
pragmatic and positive communicator, Wilkinson 
– his OBE seldom brought into public view – is 
now driving to ensure that his energies have 
been channeled into leaving behind a structure 
that can navigate future changes in politics and 
legislation.
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With disruptions ahead including not only Brexit, 
but also the full implementation of the EU 
Medical Device and IVD Regulations, the UK will 
need all the communication skills that Wilkinson 
has always championed in his role at the MHRA 
and his previous role at the European industry 
association, Medtech Europe. Recognizing that 
the nature of regulations and challenges facing 
regulators are immensely dynamic, and evolving 
all the time, those appointing a successor would 
do well to understand Wilkinson’s vision and focus 
on ensuring the UK makes the most of the team 
that he has created and will be leaving in place in 
October. And that goes whether there is a smooth 
or a no-deal Brexit.

Having reported on his achievements over the 
years, Medtech Insight was at the head of the 
queue to speak to Wilkinson at this potentially 
momentous time in UK device regulatory history. 

Medtech Insight: What is your biggest 
achievement, do you think, in terms of driving 
regulation in a direction that supports a 
common-sense approach to regulation in the 
interest of patients?

John Wilkinson: I would argue that the Medical 
Device Directives were well designed, but that, if 
they failed at all, they failed in terms of the sub-
optimal management of the system. It is through 
the collaborative working practices that I have 
strived to optimize improvements in management 
of the changing system. My aim has been to help 
parties take a collaborative view of managing a 
complex system and set of relationships as the most 
efficient and effective way forward. It is self-evident 
that regulators should work collaboratively as they 
all share the same responsibilities for the outcome 
of the performance of the system. I am most proud 
of my efforts to create an environment where there 
is much more collaborative working across the 
EU system, including within the EU’s Competent 
Authorities for Medical Devices group, CAMD.

What was behind your decision to announce 
your retirement – and on October 31, the new 
final date that the UK will leave the EU if no 
agreement is reached before then?

My decision to retire is purely because I 
planned to retire at age 65 – which is now fast 
approaching. I have agonized over the timing. 
While my date of departure may coincide with the 
planned final date for departure from the EU if 
no agreement is reached sooner, nothing should 
be read into that. Of course, there is a lot of 
change going on here at the MHRA, including the 
departure of Ian Hudson as chief executive of the 
MHRA in September, so I felt I needed to give six 
months’ notice, not least because of the upcoming 
change of chief executive.

What will you miss most about the current job?

The camaraderie of like-minded people trying to 
achieve a common goal.

Do you think that the role of medical device 
regulator is one that is properly understood 
and valued? 

For anyone working on the front line in device 
regulatory agencies, this is a hugely challenging 
environment for all my colleagues around 
the world, and the value of their roles is often 
overlooked. Some may feel the job is mainly 
bureaucratic. But the intellectual challenge of 
being a regulator should not be underestimated. 
It is certainly very stimulating work. We deal 
with, and endeavor to resolve, some very difficult 
and often heart-rending situations. That really 
challenges you.

To what extent have the last three years of your 
career been impacted by the Brexit decision?

From the moment we knew about the Brexit 
referendum outcome, I told my team that day-
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to-day priorities as an agency did not change 
materially. Our most important goal as a global-
scale regulator is to do what is required to protect 
public health. Politics and legislation have a huge 
impact on the way you execute your role, but you 
need to accommodate that and manage it all in a 
rational way. Clearly, a lot of time has been taken 
up managing the Brexit decision, and some of that 

has deflected energy from the more important 
role of protecting public health and improving 
outcomes for patients.

To what extent has the easy dialogue with 
European counterparts in other agencies and 
industry been impacted by Brexit?

At the MHRA, we liaise with regulators across 
the globe and will continue to do that. The 
camaraderie and a sense of shared purpose 
and engagement has not materially changed. 
Our good, strong relationships will need to be 
maintained regardless of the Brexit outcome. I 
have not seen huge changes other than it is clearly 
difficult to invest and engage in some aspects of 
the future of the European medical device system. 
Once the political issues are cleared, we will know 
what we need to do next to influence the world in 
which we operate.

Will you continue to work in the sector in a 
consultancy or any other capacity?

I am interested in contributing where I can be 
useful – most likely in policy and in public bodies 
rather than commercial consultancies. I chair the 
Global Medical Device Nomenclature agency. I will 
maintain that role as long as I can be useful there 
and help them through current challenges. I don’t 
think the GMDN has realized its full potential yet. 
But that is the only thing in my calendar beyond 
October. Almost everything else I have been doing 
has been closely linked to my role at the agency, 
including sitting on the Medical Technology 
Advisory Committee (MTAC) of NICE, the UK’s 
National Institute for Health and Care Excellence.

Over the past decade you and your colleagues 
have been challenged by several more 
mainstream journalists, including Deborah 
Cohen of the BMJ working with Channel 4 
Dispatches. The subsequent reporting has 
arguably been unbalanced. What is your view of 

“ Our most important goal, as a 
global-scale regulator, is to do 
what is required to protect 
public health.”

 – outgoing MHRA devices 
director John Wilkinson, OBE 
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how the agency has responded to that and have 
lessons been learned for the future?

People in posts like mine must be very mindful 
of the messages being sent to us by media or 
anyone else. We must listen to all the dialogue 
that is going on and respond as appropriate. The 
UK agency has a good record of managing quite 
difficult and complex issues. All agencies will have 
to evolve and change to manage the modern and 
changing world of social media and the impact 
this has on the transmission of information. 
As regulators, we need to be faster on our feet 
and must source information that helps us to 
do our job in a more timely manner. I arrived at 
the MHRA as devices director at the height of 
the PIP breast implant scandal and, along with 
others, had to learn in the heat of the fire. But 
you can’t learn one lesson from one incident and 
then apply it to all situations. You must be open-
minded to all the messages received. You need 
to do a very good job evaluating what people are 
– or are not – telling you. This is a critical issue. 
By definition, media coverage will be more or less 
well-informed but usually rooted in some issues 
that need clarifying.

What qualities would be needed in your 
successor and what would your key message be 
to your successor?

It’s not for me to decide what my successor 
should be like. Undoubtedly, he or she will have 
a very different personality and style. The most 
important thing is that my successor is someone 
who can respond to the needs of living in a 
rapidly-communicating, interconnected world. 
My belief is that leaders need to collaborate, 
build strong relationships with partners and 
with organizations that are important to the 
effectiveness of their organization. And this 
demands a degree of energy. In a modern, 
interconnected world, there are very few 

problems that you can park in one place or 
another. Issues tend to impact us globally and 
require multi-organizational responses to resolve. 
This is especially the case, when it comes to 
digital health, which represents both the biggest 
challenge and opportunity facing regulators and 
health systems over the next five to 10 years.

How do you think your successor’s relationship 
with counterparts in Europe will be different 
from yours?

I hope the UK maintains strong relationships 
with key partners in Europe because if a major 
public health threat event occurs, regulators 
from across the globe and especially across 
Europe, will need to come together and pool their 
expertise and resources to resolve it. Legislative 
boundaries are secondary to needing to address 
public health problems. There are strong sets of 
relationships between regulators globally and 
those need to be further developed. In the UK, we 
have been very supportive of various initiatives 
at the International Medical Device Regulators 
Forum (IMDRF) and have always seen the value 
of global harmonization. I hope the UK agency 
will continue to influence the world where It has 
capability and feels the need to do so. The post-
Brexit networking fora may be very different; but 
the need for regulators to work together doesn’t 
diminish in any way shape or form. I am optimistic 
that we will have a relationship with Europe that 
allows that to be sustained. 

How do you hope to leave the MHRA?

I hope to leave the agency in a better place than 
when I arrived, and to leave them in good hands 
and with a clear sense of direction within the 
team so that they can move onto the next stage of 
evolution of the organization. One of the reasons 
I can retire is because I have a hugely strong team 
around me now.
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Commission Disregards EU Industry Brexit 
Pleas And Tells EU Medtech To “Get On With It”
BY AMANDA MAXWELL

The European Commission considers that 
the further extension of the UK’s date of 
withdrawal from the EU, until a possible 
date of October 31, 2019, would give the 
EU medtech sector and all its players 

enough time to finalize the transfer of their CE 
marking certificates from UK notified bodies to 
EU27 notified bodies, and to adapt their labeling 
too – even if there is a no-deal Brexit. 

Responding to letters sent on March 7, 2019 from 
EU industry association MedTech Europe, relating 
to the potential health-care supply crisis that could 

be sparked by the UK withdrawal from the EU 
under a no-deal Brexit the commission indicates 
that it does not share industry’s views and is not 
going to take any further action or measures as had 
been requested.

Medtech Insight notes, though, that while some UK 
medtech notified bodies have been working to 
set up offices in the EU27, as Medtech Insight went 
to press, still the only one to have both set up an 
office in the Netherlands and been designated 
under the Medical Device Directive, as well as 
the Implantable Medical Device Directive and the 
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IVD Directive, is BSI NL. Only BSI UK has achieved 
designation against the MDR, and none of the UK 
notified bodies had achieved designation against 
the IVDR, as Medtech Insight went to press.  

Commission Sticks To Its Original Position 
The commission’s response is not entirely 
surprising, given that it had already published 
its views in Annex 4 of its communication, 
“Addressing the impact of a withdrawal of the 
United Kingdom from the Union without an 
agreement: the Union’s coordinated approach,” of 
April 10, 2019 (COM(2019) 195 final), which talks 
of the approach foreseen by the commission with 
regard to medical devices.

Also, in a recent reply, which demonstrates 
a wide divergence in views compared with 
the leadership team at MedTech Europe, the 
commission effectively tells MedTech Europe that 
industry must take the necessary measures to be 
compliant by November 1, in case there is a no-
deal Brexit. 

It reminds industry of its January 22, 2018 Brexit 
preparedness notice on industrial products, 
including medical devices, in the event of a 
no-deal, and of the Q&A document based on 
questions arising from this document that was 
published on February 1, 2019. 

Meanwhile, in Annex 4 of its April 10 
communication on the UK’s EU withdrawal, the 
commission had said that, along with member 
states, it has been closely monitoring the steady 
progress of the transfers of certificates from UK 
notified bodies to EU27 notified bodies, despite 
not being part of the process.

The commission also says in the April 10 text that 
where the transfer of critical medical devices is 
not completed by the withdrawal date, national 
derogations may allow member states, “in duly 
justified cases, to authorize UK certificate holders 
to continue placing their products on the market 
in the territory of the member state concerned for 
a limited period of time.”

Risk Mitigation Regarding “Shortages”
The preparation actions, the commission says, 
and the possible use of the exemptions and 
derogations “are expected to significantly mitigate 
the risk of shortages of … critical medical devices 
in case of a no-deal. For this reason, no EU-
level contingency action has been identified as 
necessary for … medical devices.”

UK Certs Not Valid In EU27+1

UK notified body CE marking certificates  
will no longer be valid in the UK nor the EU 
in the event of a no-deal Brexit for placing 
new products on the market. Companies 
will need to transfer to notified bodies 
designated by one of the EU27 member 
states.

MTE: “Time Running Out”

On March 7, 2019, MedTech Europe chief 
executive Serge Bernasconi warned the 
commission that there would be an impact 
on the availability of medical devices in 
the event of a no-deal Brexit and called 
for a coordinated response around the EU 
in handling certificates that had failed to 
make the Brexit deadline. At that time, he 
also cautioned that the regulatory situation 
in the EU in terms of the progress of the 
implementation of the MDR was “clearly 
untenable” and “time has run out to build a 
functioning regulatory system.”
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How To Read The UK’s New Medical Device 
Regulations: MHRA Explains The Main Points 
BY AMANDA MAXWELL

Brexit day is scheduled for October 
31, 2019 and the UK is hoping that 
its Parliament will soon adopt new 
regulations that amend its 2002 Medical 
Device Regulations to enable UK 

medtech rules to fully function in a no-deal Brexit 
scenario. The approach would include mirroring 
the EU Medical Device Regulation (MDR) and IVD 
Regulation (IVDR) in UK law.

But the 224-page document is a complex read 
and time is short before a possible no-deal Brexit 
comes into force. The text contains an introductory 
section and four parts. The first part amends the 
existing 2002 Regulations, and the second and third 
parts restate the provisions of the EU MDR and 
IVDR in UK law. The fourth part, which introduces 
new schedules to the 2002 UK regulations, 
among other things, amends the annexes to the 
three directives and introduces Unique Device 
Identification (UDI) elements. 

In response to questions from Medtech Insight, the 
UK’s Medicines and Healthcare products Regulatory 
Agency (MHRA) has provided responses that can 
help industry interpret the amended new rules, 
which would in the event of a “no deal Brexit,” and 
prepare to be compliant. 

Medtech Insight: As regulations, the MDR and IVDR 
apply directly in EU member states’ laws, rather 
than being transposed. With the new UK “Medical 
Devices (amendment) (EU exit) Regulations, 2019,” 
is this the first time that the MDR and IVDR are 
being transposed into national law?

MHRA: EU Regulation 2017/745 on medical 

devices (MDR) and EU Regulation 2017/746 on in 
vitro diagnostic medical devices (IVDR) entered 
into force on May 25, 2017 and will fully apply 
in EU member states in May 2020 and May 
2022, respectively. However, elements of these 
regulations already apply, but they will need to 
be transposed into UK law under the Withdrawal 
Agreement. This is being done through the “no 
deal” statutory instrument, which will amend the 
Medical Devices Regulations 2002. 

So, the new “Medical Devices (amendment) 
(EU exit) Regulations, 2019” essentially covers 
all medical device regulation (directive and 
regulations) in one place until the UK decides 
to change it – on its own terms in the event of 
a no-deal Brexit, or after a transition period 
if a deal is accepted? This means all directives 
- the MDD, AIMDD, IVDD, MDR and IVDR, the 
directives relating to hips, shoulder and knees, 
and to breast implants, etc.? 

The 2002 Regulations continue to apply, as this 
piece of legislation transposes the EU Directives 
(MDD, IVDD and AIMDD). The new 2019 Regulations 
amends the 2002 Regulations, enabling it to 
fully function in a no-deal scenario. It also adds 
additional requirements to those placing a device 
on the market (e.g., Regulation 7A on registration 
requirements), as well as mirroring all the key 
elements contained in the MDR and IVDR. 
Therefore, manufacturers wishing to place a device 
on the UK market will need to comply with the 
amended 2002 Regulations. 

What will MHRA do to help industry better 
follow these new regulations and to better 
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understand what is required post a no-deal 
Brexit? Or can industry rest assured if its 
products have a CE mark, they can still circulate 
in the UK as long as they are registered in the 
UK? In other words, can they safely ignore this 
complex document, which is full of difficult to 
follow references, for the moment – as long as 
they understand they key points?

The 2019 Regulations mirror key elements of 
the MDR and IVDR, and Parts VIII and IX of the 
2019 Regulations follow the structure of the 
MDR and IVDR insofar as possible. This should 
make it simpler for industry to follow the 
2019 Regulations. There are, however, certain 
requirements that will differ. 

Otherwise, what are the main points that the 
medtech industry should be looking out for in 
the new regulations? What points will they need 
to act on?

The main points are set out in our further guidance 
note, which was published on January 3, 2019. 

These are summarized below: 

CE marking: Our technical notice sets out that, in a 
no-deal scenario, for a time-limited period, we will 
continue to allow devices to be placed on the UK 
market that are in conformity with the applicable 
EU Directive. Relevant labeling requirements will 
continue to apply including the requirement for 
products to carry a CE mark and devices that 
currently require conformity assessment by a 
notified body must have a valid CE certificate.

Notified bodies: If there’s “no deal”, UK-based 
notified bodies will no longer be recognized by 
the EU, meaning the devices they have certified 
will no longer be in conformity with the applicable 
EU Directive. As such these products will not be 

able to be placed on the EU market. To support 
the continuity of supply of products to the UK 
market, we will give UK-based notified bodies an 
ongoing legal status and continue to recognize 
the validity of certificates that they issued prior to 
no-deal Brexit. This will allow products covered by 
certificates issued by UK-based notified bodies to 
continue to be placed on the UK market after no-
deal Brexit.

New regulations: Through the “no deal” statutory 
instrument, which will amend the Medical Devices 
Regulations 2002, the UK will have a regulatory 
system in place, which will mirror all the key 
elements contained in Regulations 2017/745 on 
medical devices (MDR) and 2017/746 on in vitro 
diagnostic medical devices (IVDR) and which will 
be brought into force in line with the transitional 
timetable being followed by the EU for the full 
application of those two regulations.

New registration requirements: After “no deal 
Brexit”, all medical devices, active implantable 
medical devices, in vitro diagnostic medical devices 
(IVDs) and custom-made devices will need to be 
registered with the MHRA prior to being placed on 
the UK market. Given this is an extension of existing 
registration requirements, there will be a grace 
period to allow time for compliance with the new 
registration process. Where a device manufacturer 
is not established in the UK, registration of a 
product with the MHRA must be undertaken by 
a “UK Responsible Person” established in the UK 
and with a UK registered address who will take 
responsibility for the product in the UK. No labeling 
changes will be required to reflect the role of this 
UK Responsible Person. Furthermore, businesses 
with an authorized representative based in 
the UK will need to establish a new authorized 
representative in an EU country if they want an 
authorized representative to carry out tasks on 
their behalf within the EU. 
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syneoshealth.com

We believe it’s time to challenge the traditional route to market for medical devices. A 
unique end-to-end solution delivering accelerated time to market and maximized value. 

Syneos HealthTM is the only fully integrated biopharmaceutical organization purpose-
built with a unique approach. Clinical and commercial live under the same roof with all 
disciplines involved in bringing new therapies to market working together with a singular 
goal—greatly increasing the likelihood of customer success. 

Our Medical Device & Diagnostics clinical team has deep experience across multiple 
therapeutic areas and is able to guide you through study design, regulatory pathways, 
site management and study execution to support trials in the Americas, Europe and 
Asia Pacifi c. That experience, along with our expertise in medical communications, 
reimbursement, health economics, market access, selling solutions, sales and marketing, 
results in the industry’s only true end-to-end solution.

MEDICAL DEVICES ARE 
MORE COMPLEX THAN EVER 
BEFORE. 
THE PROCESS OF GETTING 
THEM TO MARKET DOESN’T 
HAVE TO BE.

Shortening the distance 
from lab to life.
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